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"Break a leg" is an idiom in theatre used to wish a performer "good luck" in an ironic way.Well-wishers
typically say "Break a leg" to actors and musicians before they go on stage to perform. The origin of the
phrase remains obscure. The expression reflects a theatrical superstition in which wishing a person "good
luck" is considered bad luck. The expression is sometimes used outside the ...
Break a leg - Wikipedia
Subscribe now and save, give a gift subscription or get help with an existing subscription.
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A game show is a type of radio, television, or stage show in which contestants, individually or as teams, play
a game which involves answering questions or solving puzzles, usually for money or prizes. Alternatively, a
gameshow can be a demonstrative program about a game [while usually retaining the spirit of an awards
ceremony]. In the former, contestants may be invited from a pool of public ...
Game show - Wikipedia
This stand is solid! The legs might look a bit flimsy but once you unpack it, you realize that it is a very
high-quality stand.The setup is very straightforward, and all you might need is a 10mm socket to help install
the rollers and the wheel assembly.
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